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Mean & Green
Grass Paint and Divot Sand Colorant

BRANDT MEAN & GREEN is a non-fading, permanent grass 
colorant that can be applied anytime during the year and will 
not injure turfgrass. One spray application in the fall assures 
beautiful green turf all winter without seeding, fertilizing, wa-
tering, or mowing. This product is a fast and economical way to 
instantly restore the natural green color to dormant or discol-
ored turf. It blends in beautifully with most types of grasses, 
since color shade is controlled by the amount applied.  

Directions For Use
 Divot Sand Colorant: Load the divot sand mix into a suitable 
vessel, ideally a portable concrete mixer or a large wheel bar-
row. Dilute 1-2 quarts of BRANDT MEAN & GREEN in 5 gallons 
of water, then slowly pour or spray over the divot sand while 
turning and mixing to ensure even color distribution. If too 
much liquid is present, add more sand until it is dry. Apply the 
colored divot mix to the divot tracks as usual.
Grass Paint: BRANDT MEAN & GREEN may be sprayed on all 
grasses after they have become dormant or turned brown due to 
frost or cold. Mow to desired length and rake up all leaves, twigs, 
grass clippings, etc. If some evergreen grasses are present, mow 
 to desired height before application. When the evergreen grasses 
grow out, raise the cut 1/4 inch above the sprayed dormant grass.
Apply only when the temperature is above 50º or above 40º 
and rising. Grass may be damp but not wet. A calm day is pref-
erable to avoid drift of spray mist.
Where this product is not desired, thoroughly pre-wet any 
surface (patios, walks, driveways, curbs, etc.)  and then rinse 
these areas immediately after application. 
Mix one part BRANDT MEAN & GREEN with ten parts water and 
mix thoroughly. Agitate spray mixture occasionally during use. 
It is recommended that power spray equipment be used unless 
the area to be sprayed is quite small. Hold nozzle about 12 
inches above grass to avoid drift onto shrubs, walls, etc. When 
possible, spray in a grid pattern so that all angles of the blades 
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of grass are sprayed. Final turf  color depends on how many 
spray applications are made. Wash out equipment by flushing 
with generous amounts of  water immediately after use. 
Drying Time: BRANDT MEAN & GREEN will withstand traffic 
or rain approximately one hour after application under normal 
conditions. More time may be required in cool or humid weather.
Coverage: 1 gallon of BRANDT MEAN & GREEN in approximate-
ly 10 gallons of water will cover 2,000-6,000 sq. ft. depending 
on thickness of grass. When “touching up” non-dormant grass, 
lighter coverage may be desirable.

WARNING: Suspected of causing cancer if inhaled. This prod-
uct contains carbon black. In it’s original dry powder form, car-
bon black is known to cause respiratory issues and cancer in 
animals. As an aqueous dispersion, it is not expected to be an 
inhalation hazard under normal use. The customer is responsi-
ble for using proper personal protective equipment when us-
ing this product and understanding their requirements under 
OSHA based on their use of this product.

Precautionary Statements: Obtain special instructions before use. Do not 
handle until all safety precautions have been read and understood. Wear 
eye/face protection and protective gloves/clothing. Avoid release to the 
environment. First Aid: If in eyes: Rinse cautiously with water for several 
minutes. Remove contact lenses, if present and easy to do. Continue rinsing. 
If eye irritation persists, get medical attention. If on skin: Wash with plenty 
of water. Take off contaminated clothing and wash before reuse. If skin irri-
tation persists, get medical attention. If exposed or concerned, get medical 
attention. Storage and Disposal: Do not contaminate water, food or feed by 
storage or disposal. Keep out of reach of children. Store locked up. Dispose 
of contents/container in accordance with local authority requirements.

Warranty: Seller warrants that the product conforms to its chemical descrip-
tion and is reasonably fit for the purpose stated on the label when used in 
accordance with directions under normal conditions of use; but neither this 
warranty nor any other warranty of merchantability or fitness of a particular 
product expressed or implied, extends to the use of this product contrary 
to label conditions, or under conditions not reasonably foreseeable to the 
seller; and buyer assumes the risk of any such use.


